
Today: Using Imagination on a Complex Quest to
Find One’s Roots!*

Please be seated in your final project groups today.
You will embark on a group quest. A brief orientation will begin soon.

*Aside: How many wordplays can your group identify and explain here?



Plan for the Journey

Orientation
Decoding critical information from two scrolls
Your first quest
Your second quest
A celebration



Critical information: Decoding two ancient scrolls

While preparing for your voyage, you come across two scrolls:
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Quest 1

You are sailing in the C. Your current location is a + bi , whose vector
representation makes an angle of α with the x-axis and has length r .

You want to get to treasure at c + di , whose vector representation makes
an angle of θ with the x-axis and also has length r . (You also know that
you can add β to α to get θ.)

You operate your ship by inputting complex numbers. Your ship’s adder is
broken, tragically. However, your ship’s multiplier works.

How can you get to c + di?



Quest 2

You are at 1, home port. Your adder is still broken. Your multiplier still
works beautifully. However, you are running out of fuel, and you know that
each multiplication will cost you 1/5 of your remaining fuel – and that
every time you input a new number, it costs an additional 1/5 of your
remaining fuel.

You have uncovered the following treasure map. . . .

[draw on board]

. . . Can you get to all the treasure and still come home?

What if you want to get to ? first?



Two Celebratory Toasts!

Angles Add, Magnitudes Multiply!

Exactly n nth roots hath every number in C!

DeMoivre’s Theorem
Let z = (r , θ). Then the n nth roots of z are . . . [let’s try to fill this in]
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